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TOPIC TO BE COVERED……

4.1 Basics of Normalization 

4.2 Normal Forms

i. First normal form (1NF)

ii. Second normal form (2NF)

iii. Third normal form (3NF)



4.1 BASICS OF NORMALIZATION

Normalization 

 Process for evaluating and correcting table 

structures to minimize data redundancies

 Reduces data anomalies

 Works through a series of stages called normal 

forms: 

 First normal form (1NF)

 Second normal form (2NF)

 Third normal form (3NF)

 2NF is better than 1NF; 3NF is better than 2NF

 For most business database design purposes, 3NF is 

as high as we need to go in normalization process

 Highest level of normalization is not always most 

desirable
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ADVANTAGES OF NORMALIZATION

 Avoids data modification 

(INSERT/DELETE/UPDATE) anomalies 

 Greater flexibility in getting the expected data in 

atomic granular 

 It is cleaner and easier technique to manage 

your change 

 A better handle on database security 

 Increased storage efficiency 

 The normalization process helps maximize the 

use of clustered indexes, which is the most 

powerful and useful type of index available. 

 Smaller database: By eliminating duplicate data, 

you will be able to reduce the overall size of the 

database.

 Better performance
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DISADVANTAGES OF NORMALIZATION

 Requires more CPU, memory, and I/O to process 

thus reduced database performance.

 Requires more joins to get the desired result. A 

poorly-written query can bring the database 

down.

 Maintenance overhead. 
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THE NEED FOR NORMALIZATION

 Example: Company that manages building 

projects

 Charges its clients by billing hours spent on each 

contract

 Hourly billing rate is dependent on employee’s 

position

 Periodically, report is generated that contains 

information displayed in Table 5.1
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4.2 NORMAL FORMS

 1NF: First normal form

 2NF: Second normal form

 3NF: Third normal form
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FIRST NORMAL FORM (1NF)

Criteria(rule): A relation schema R is in 

1NF, if it does not have any composite 

attribute, multivalued attribute or their 

combination.

Composite and multivalued attribute 

create problems in storing and retrieving 

data. So remove it using decomposition.
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FIRST NORMAL FORM (1NF)

Example:

Customer
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cid Name Address Contact_no

Society City

C01 Jia Amul avas Rajkot 9854658961,258

965

C02 Jeni Saral nivas Bombay 9854588961

Here address is composite attribute and

contact_no is multivalued.



CONTINUE…

Solution:

Customer
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cid Name Society City

C01 Jia Amul avas Rajkot

C02 Jeni Saral nivas Bombay

Customer_contact:

cid Contact_no

C01 9854658961

C01 258965

C02 9854588961



SECOND NORMAL FORM (2NF)

Criteria(rule): A relation schema R is in 

2NF, 

 it is in first normal form and

 every non-prime attribute of relation is 

fully functionally dependant on 

primary key.
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CONTINUE…

Example:

Customer
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FD1: {cid,ano}->{access_date , balance, bname}

FD2: ano ->{ balance, bname}

Here, balance and bname is partially 

dependent on primary key, while access_date is 

only fully functionally dependent on 

primary key.

cid ano access_date balance bname



CONTINUE…

Solution:

Account
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Account_Holder:

ano balance bname

A01 5000 Vvn

A02 7000 Anand

cid ano access_date

C01 A01 1/1/2018

C02 A01 1/2/2018

C03 A02 1/3/2018

Decompose relation such that, resultant relations 

do not have any partial functional dependency.



THIRD NORMAL FORM (3NF)

Criteria(rule): A relation schema R is in 

2NF, 

 it is in second normal form and

 no any non-prime attribute of relation 

is transitively dependant on primary 

key.
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CONTINUE…

Example:

Account_branch
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FD1: ano-> { balance, bname, baddress}
FD2: bname ->{ baddress }
ano->bname, bname->baddress
so, ano->baddress

It shows transitive dependency of baddress
which is non-prime attribute. It results in 
data redundancy.

ano balance bname baddress



CONTINUE…

Solution:

Account
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Branch:

ano balance bname

A01 5000 Vvn

A02 7000 Anand

bname baddress

Decompose the relation such that, resultant 
relations do not have any non-prime attribute 
transitively dependent on primary key.



GTU IMPORTANT QUESTIONS

 What is Normalization?

 Explain 1NF with Example.

 Explain 2NF with Example.

 Explain 3NF with Example.
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